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Kind of ironic, but when we caught up with Robert Scovill 
for photos after several rounds of exchanged e-mail 
(which makes up the bulk of this interview) he was 
mixing a Prince impersonator for a high-profile corporate 
gig. They picked well considering that Scovill mixed the 
real thing for some time.  
 
After getting his big break with Def Leppard, he has gone 
on to a series of big artists including his current boss, 
Tom Petty. (That Def Leppard gig? He’s still not sure how 
he got it. “Joe Elliot somehow got a hold of a desk tape 
from when I was mixing Alice Cooper and convinced the 
band and their management that whoever mixed that 
tape was the guy for their upcoming tour. I still to this 
day am unsure how he got the tape given that I was not 
even chasing the gig, but there ya go. I still kind of pinch 
myself when I think back to that phone call. I would love 
to get a hold of that tape now and see what it actually 
sounded like!”) He keeps on succeeding because he 
remembers that, for all the cool tech and toys, it is always about the music. “I still cherish 
what musical skills I have—still nourish my love for music. I think that is probably at the root 
of a lot my success to this point in my career. Music and pro audio are just such a splendid 
example of how science and art cannot only coexist, but completely support each other, 
especially if both elements are given the respect they deserve in the production food chain.”  
 
FOH picked Scovill’s brain about the state of technology, his mixing philosophy, the 
convergence of stage and studio worlds and his current work with the Conservancy of 
Recording Arts and Sciences in Tempe, Ariz. training the next generation of mixing 
professionals.  
 
Live event audio has traditionally been a place where the “on-the-job training” 
model was more common than the “go-to-school-and-get-a-degree” approach. Is 
that changing with programs like yours  
getting bigger?  
 
Robert Scovill: Well, I think that kind of mentality is changing in numerous aspects of music 
production. I mean, the potential problem with on-the-job-training is, and has always been, 
that it is based in reaction as opposed to pro-action. By that I mean, your knowledge base 
and skill set gets built around a kind of “survival” mentality in that a situation is generally 
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thrown in your lap and you in turn do whatever it takes to survive the moment. If your entire 
knowledge base is built this way, there is going to be a time when the holes in your base are 
going to show themselves and “snake-bite” you, if you will.  
 
The irony of this is that generally speaking, most “problems” that we run into in live audio 
have solutions that are more often than not based in the most fundamental principles of 
audio and how we apply or misapply them. So if you don’t carry knowledge of these 
fundamentals as a set of tools with you into the field, you stand the chance of developing a 
technique with a fair amount of holes in it. I mean, I don’t want to sound too square here, 
but more often than not, there is a right way and a wrong way to do things. You can’t just 
say “well, you are as good as your results,” because if you take a close look at certain 
approaches you could make some pretty informed arguments for doing them a different way. 
In the end, we are all creatures of comfort. For me, I’m comfortable when I know why 
something is or is not happening and can back it up.  
 
In the end, as with any education, but especially in the music business, the diploma, in and 
of itself, is pretty meaningless. What you had to go through to get that diploma, though, is 
priceless in terms of its value to your long-term success.  
 
Is the live aspect at CRAS a major part of the program or is it more like an overview 
or frosting on the cake?  
 
It is one of many components of the entire program at The Conservatory. The key to it is 
that a great deal of effort was put into making modules of the recording or post curricula 
support the practical knowledge you get in the live sound course and vice versa. For 
instance, in the first elements of the recording curriculum, you spend time studying basic 
audio wave theory. Little do you probably know at the time, but that study is the introduction 
to a fairly intense study of phase and comb filtering in speaker array applications in the live 
sound course. It is also the basis for the mic technique study in the recording courses. There 
are many instances like this in the entire curriculum. A lot of “cross pollination” if you will. 
This approach really helps eliminate redundancy in the curriculum and also helps retention by 
use of recurring themes throughout the program cycles.  
 
Now, I don’t want to leave you with the impression that the real world training isn’t 
important. In fact, in my opinion it is crucial to your success, but I don’t feel you should 
necessarily start and finish there. In this day and age, the learning curve for audio operation 
and application is pretty steep. I mean, you have to be able to react to situational challenges 
on a daily basis. If you are a “paint by numbers” guy your chance for misapplying someone 
else’s knowledge is great.  
 
What is your level of involvement at CRAS?  
 
My primary involvement was as a curriculum consultant and as a member of their board of 
advisors. I have since taken on the role of overseeing the development of the live sound 
curriculum as well as establishing a full-fledged internship network with all the high and mid-
level live sound vendors, similar to what they have already established with a number of 
recording studios around the world. I think it might be the first time this has been attempted 
in the live sound community and I think it speaks directly to the ongoing maturation of the 
live sound industry.  
 
I want to focus on a couple of things I have heard you say on Pro Production 
panels. The first was on a line array panel a couple years ago, when you said that 
line arrays had “given me my EQ knobs back.” How does the speaker technology we 
are seeing change the way you mix live, and more importantly, what does it mean 
for those who are learning now?  
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Well, I feel that having the kind of far field phase response from these new breed of systems 
stands to refine our skills as mixers. We’re just able to do so much more detailed work in 
concert sound mixing now than we used to be able to accomplish simply because the systems 
are distributing more detail to the listener. For my money, this is a direct result of their 
phase response and pattern control. A big P.A. now responds, in terms of your ability as the 
mixer to hear exactly what you are doing, much more like a near-field speaker system than it 
ever has in the past.  
 
As far as how it effects what those new to the field of audio are learning, I think it is two-
fold. One, they are now working with an extremely precise tool compared to even just a 
decade ago. I mean, we’re putting up concert P.A. systems with one-degree resolution now 
on a regular basis. Unthinkable not all that long ago. This means for your integration of the 
system into a listening environment to be a total success, you have to know what you are 
doing and respect that degree of accuracy and its negative effects for both listeners and 
mixer if you don’t pay attention to it. You can’t exactly do it the way it was done some years 
back, i.e. P.A. guy walks into an arena or theater, looks up at all the seats and proclaims 
“yep, same stack as yesterday.” It requires more thought and skill and frankly a different 
approach and methodology. Up and coming technicians who buckle down and learn it will 
have a distinct advantage over ones who don’t.  
 
Secondly, what I would call the “what is acceptable bar” has been raised. The quality of 
sound at shows has unquestionably improved over the past 10 years, and once you hear that 
on a regular basis, it’s hard to go back to how we used to do it or validate it. I have been off 
of the road for the past 10 to 12 months and have taken full advantage of it to go and hear a 
lot of different shows, some with horizontally arrayed P.A. systems, and some with vertically 
arrayed P.A. systems. For my ears, the positive difference in favor of the vertically arrayed 
P.A.s is not subtle. These P.A.s are essentially still in their infancy and have taught us that if 
you have an actual method for putting up a system and integrating it into a building and 
audience geometry, you stand a better chance for success. That speaks directly to knowledge 
and insight, not skills developed in the school of hard knocks.  
 
During the digital console panel last year you said you would love to use a digital 
console, but if you showed up to work with one “my boss would fire me.” Will we 
all be using digital consoles soon or will the analog approach remain relevant and, 
perhaps more important, cost-effective for touring?  
 
Well, that was said a bit tongue-in-cheek, so don’t take it too literally. My point was there are 
still an awful lot of artists out there who live, work and breathe in an analog audio world and 
choose not to participate in a digital audio world. From my perspective, it is really more 
about picking the right tool for the job. I mean, show me a mixing solution that claims to be 
the “perfect” solution and I bet I can show you one that is not. Nothing is perfect; everything 
comes with trade-offs. Now having said that, I’m positive I will spec a digital console for a 
tour, when I get to a tour whose demands command it. Do I think the digital console is the 
answer for all mixing issues? Sorry, I do not. Am I glad I have the option? You bet, because 
there are certainly going to be mixing situations for which it will be the clear choice. Believe 
me, if I would have had the digital console choices I have now for a couple of the very 
complex Rush tours I did in the early and mid ‘90s, I would have employed them without 
question because they absolutely suited the architecture of the show we were trying to build. 
Again, right tool for the right job. Frankly, I’m still somewhat amazed we pulled off what we 
did in the analog domain on those tours.  
 
Is the stage more challenging than the studio or just different?  
 
Well, the stock answer is “they both present their own challenges,” which is certainly true. 
But if you dig a little deeper, the main difference just lies in the skill sets that are required to 
do both at a very high level. I have seen some really highly touted live sound mixers fall flat 
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on their face trying to establish a spectrally and dynamically balanced mix through a pair of 
near field monitors, and conversely I’ve witnessed the most highly touted, “golden ear” 
recording engineer fail miserably because he didn’t have a grasp on how to deal with setting 
up and equalizing a P.A. system for mixing in the far field as well as for an audience. As you 
might grasp from this observation, the common element of these two scenarios is trying to 
force your given method to work in the other field. For me, I try to key on my strengths from 
each field to support my weaknesses in the other.  
 
For example, if I’m working in a recording or mixing situation where we are tracking as an 
ensemble, let’s say, and early or first takes are very important, my live audio mindset and 
my abilities to get something together quickly are a great asset. You learn how to prioritize in 
the live world and still work with detail. Now let’s say I am working only in the live world as 
the mixer: I try to make use of the hearing resolution that I have worked on all of my life in 
the studio and take the time to be methodical and work closely with the artist to get sounds 
that lend themselves well to a mix in terms of frequency content and dynamics. I also look 
closely into the isolation between sounds in terms of crosstalk to make a mix work in terms 
of “mix-phase” and impulse. Those are just a couple of examples, but there are numerous 
ones where one mindset supports the approach in the other field.  
 
Which do you prefer and why?  
 
Oh boy, that is tough... You know, in a perfect world, I would just bounce back and forth 
seamlessly between both. I really have a deep love for both camps. I love the creative aspect 
of recording, where you are involved in creating something from nothing more than 
inspiration. I have real soft spot for live recording, I mean real live recording, not live 
recording that has been overdubbed to within an inch of its life... I hate that... why bother? 
And I have always had a deep respect for the live event. There is, and always will be magic 
that happens when a piece of music is crafted and then in turn performed in front of an 
audience by the musicians who crafted it. I don’t care whether it is in the dinkiest little s!
@#hole club or Jazz at Lincoln Center, there is just something that happens that cannot be 
captured in Pay-Per-View or live DVDs or any of that crap. You have to be there to get it. 
While I’m on the soapbox, lip synching... Okay, you really don’t want me to get started. 
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